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Secure Cloud Storage and
Communication 
Privacy by Design

Create a MEGA account to get 20 GB FREE storage

Create Account

What is MEGA? Pla�orms Features Business Pricing

MEGA for Business  EN Create Account Login 

https://mega.nz/register
https://mega.nz/startpage
https://mega.nz/business
https://mega.nz/pro
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Reliable Storage and
Fast Transfers

We make secure cloud storage simple and convenient.

Create a free MEGA account today.

Get started

End-to-End
Encryption

Your MEGA files and chats are encrypted with keys

controlled by you.

Learn more

https://mega.nz/register
https://mega.nz/security
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Secure
Communication

You can exchange messages, share your files and have

audio/video calls with MEGA’s end-to-end encrypted

chat.

Get started

The Secure Solution
for Your Business

Take the security of your company’s data and

communica�on to the next level with MEGA’s end-to-

end encrypted business solu�on.

Learn more

https://mega.nz/register
https://mega.nz/business
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How does MEGA compare?

Get MEGA Pro? Upgrade Account

DROPBOX

4.90  €
*

per TB/month

End-to-End Encryp�on

*Price based on Professional individual
annual payment.

MEGA

1.56  €
*

per TB/month

End-to-End Encryp�on

*Price based on Pro III annual payment.

Save up to

80%

GOOGLE DRIVE

4.90  €
*

per TB/month

End-to-End Encryp�on

*Price based on 30 TB annual payment.

Seamless Software for All Your Devices

Easy automated synchronization
between your computer and your
MEGA cloud. Available for
Windows, macOS and Linux.

Learn more

Desktop App

Mobile Apps

https://mega.nz/pro
https://mega.nz/sync
https://mega.nz/sync
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Why Use MEGA?

Privacy
By properly applying end-to-
end encryp�on, MEGA achieves
actual privacy by design.
Learn more

Powerful
MEGA is a cloud based service
which can be used from all
major devices and pla�orms
from anywhere with Internet.

Secure
MEGA is carefully engineered
to achieve the highest level of
security for its users.
Learn more

Transparent
MEGA’s client apps are Public
Source. Its cryptographic
architecture is specified in a
comprehensive Security
Whitepaper.
Learn more

Reliable
MEGA owns and operates its
redundant server infrastructure
directly, ensuring that your data
always remains available.
Learn more

Generous
MEGA is one of the most
generous cloud services on the
Internet, with easy ways to
expand and extend your free
storage.

MEGA CMD

Extensions

https://mega.nz/about/privacy
https://mega.nz/security
https://mega.nz/security
https://mega.nz/SecurityWhitepaper.pdf
https://mega.nz/Mega_Transparency_Report_202009.pdf
https://mega.nz/about/reliability
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What can you do with MEGA?

Chat
securely
Connect with your
contacts on MEGA
and stay in touch;
securely exchange
messages and have
audio, video or
group calls with
MEGAchat.

Backup
Automa�cally
backup photos and
videos from your
mobile device with
Camera Uploads,
and sync your
computer data with
MEGA’s Desktop
App. MEGA
automa�cally
maintains historic
versions of your
files, allowing you to
easily revert when
needed.

Synchronize
Easy automated
synchroniza�on
between your
computer and your
MEGA Cloud.

Share
Export securely
keyed links to your
files and folders, or
share folders
directly with your
contacts on MEGA.

https://mega.nz/sync
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Our Service Speaks for Itself

Millions of users choose MEGA. Here is why:

Start being secure. Join us today!

Millions of people trust MEGA to store billions of files using our state of the art infrastructure. Join them and protect

your data using one of the Internet’s most secure cloud and communica�on providers.

Number of registered users

2 2 7 7 9 3 8 3 0

Number of files uploaded

1 0 1 5 7 0 9 0 3 1 6 4

Contact Us Create Account

“Mega Limited offers four different cloud storage plans
that vary based on your storage needs. Features include a
live encrypted backup, end-to-end encryp�on and secure

global access.”

h�ps://www.businessnewsdaily.com/5851-cloud-storage-

solu�ons.html

“S'enrichissant de nouvelles fonc�onnalités au fil des
mois, Mega est l'un des meilleurs choix possible

lorsqu’on souhaite déposer un gros volume de données
sur le Cloud. On apprécie aussi sa fonc�on de partage, la

plus simple d'emploi qui soit”

h�ps://www.tomsguide.fr/2016/12/07/stockage-en-ligne-

gratuit-quel-service-choisir/

“With an insanely generous free �er and a simple drag-
and-drop interface, New Zealand based Mega is one of

the cloud storage heavyweights. There's a handy mobile
app to allow you to upload files and photos, as well as

sync clients with desktop machines.”

h�ps://www.techradar.com/news/the-best-cloud-storage

https://mega.nz/contact
https://mega.nz/register
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The Privacy Company.

User-encrypted cloud services

© MEGA 2021 All rights reserved

Follow MEGA

PLATFORMS

MEGA Desktop App

MEGA Mobile Apps

Browser Extensions

MEGA CMD

MEGA on NAS

FEATURES

The MEGA Cloud

Security

Collabora�on

Secure Chat

COMPANY

About Us

Pricing

Referral Program

Blog

Jobs

Press & Media

Credits

Reliability

Achievements

SUPPORT

Help Centre

Contact Us

Get Support

DEVELOPERS

SDK

Source Code

Documenta�on

LEGAL

Terms of Service

Privacy Policy

Copyright

Takedown Guidance
Policy

Transparency
Report

Cookie Policy

Cookie Se�ngs

https://mega.nz/start
https://mega.nz/sync
https://mega.nz/mobile
https://mega.nz/extensions
https://mega.nz/cmd
https://mega.nz/nas
https://mega.nz/storage
https://mega.nz/security
https://mega.nz/collaboration
https://mega.nz/securechat
https://mega.nz/about
https://mega.nz/pro
https://mega.nz/refer
https://mega.nz/blog
https://mega.nz/about/jobs
https://mega.nz/corporate
https://mega.nz/credits
https://mega.nz/about/reliability
https://mega.nz/achievements
https://mega.nz/help
https://mega.nz/contact
https://mega.nz/support
https://mega.nz/dev
https://mega.nz/sourcecode
https://mega.nz/doc
https://mega.nz/terms
https://mega.nz/privacy
https://mega.nz/copyright
https://mega.nz/takedown
https://mega.nz/Mega_Transparency_Report_202009.pdf
https://mega.nz/cookie
https://www.facebook.com/MEGAprivacy
https://www.instagram.com/MEGA_privacy/
https://twitter.com/MEGAprivacy
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mega-the-privacy-company
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL0n8SACU_eghsvHxbizKCA

